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PREFACE
The planning and development o-f an industrial training 
program is a complex undertaking. The purpose of this paper 
is to simplify the complexity of the process into discrete 
procedures and to present a practical model for the training 
director to use to accomplish the task in an efficient and 
effective manner. The resulting model should be easily 
adapted to meet the requirements of any program. I t  is to be 
assumed that modification of any or a ll parts of the model 
may be made to meet individual program needs.
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INTRODUCTION
Vocational education has made enormous strides in 
recent years. Competency-based design procedures have led 
to a large part o-f the advances made. A substantial portion 
o-f the available literature has centered on vocational 
education in a community college or technical school 
setting. The techniques and procedures o-f program
development and curriculum design Mere formulated with such 
educational institutions in mind. In the more recent past;, 
another type of vocational training has begun to emerge and 
to prosper to a degree never seen before. This type is the 
training program developed and implemented by industrial 
concerns. The developmental process of such training 
programs has many areas in common with the developmental 
process of programs in community colleges and technical 
schools. There are, howeverP certain areas that are unique
to the industrial setting. The available literature
referenced to industrial training is dwarfed by the 
literature devoted to training in traditional institutions. 
This paper is devoted to the training program in industry.
Statement of the Problem 
The planning and development of an industrial training
program brings several questions to mind. Where does one
2begin? Ulhat is the nature of the training? Where is the 
training to be done? What -facilities are available -for 
training? What equipment and training aids Mill be used? 
How much Mill the training cost? How long Mill the training 
last? Who Mill be doing the training? Are there any 
procedures that may be applied to the planning and 
developmental process? What constitutes successful
completion of the training program? Are all aspects o-f the 
training program considered? What means o-f revision o-f the 
curriculum Mill be implemented? Questions such as these 
make i t  apparent that an enormous amount o-f planning is 
necessary. Such complexity indicates a need for a 
comprehensively and meticulously designed set o-f procedures 
that Mill ensure the success of the developmental process. 
This paper deals Mith the entire developmental process o-f 
the training program.
Sources o-f in-formation Mill include various textbooks, 
pamphlets, and articles dealing Mith program development in 
technical schools and industry. The time frame for this 
investigation and formulation is approximately three years.
Theoretical Framework
The design of the model is constructed on principles of 
competency-based training that have been so successful in 
vocational programs. The substance of the model is 
concerned Mith an electronics training program for Showbiz
3Pizza Place, Inc. Assumptions -for the trainees in this 
model include prior electronics training o-f approximately 
two years, prior electronic work experience o-f -five years, 
mechanical aptitude as determined by a standardized 
pre-employment examination, and basic managerial skills  
based on previous employment. The model is concerned with 
the planning, development, and implementation of a job 
specific program for electronic specialists employed by 
Showbiz Pizza Place, Inc. The following terms are defined 
for the purpose of this paper:
1. Showbiz Pizza Place, Inc. -  a commercial enterprise 
offering food and entertainment in the form of 
video games, animated shows and projection 
television for its  customers.
2. Prior electronic training -  two years of intensive 
electronics training resulting in an A.S. degree. 
Equivalent military training also meets this 
requirement.
3. Prior electronic work experience -  any combination 
of job related activities concerned with video 
games, television, and computers.
4. Mechanical aptitude -  knowledge of and skills with 
basic hand tools and basic mechanics as measured by 
a standardized examination. Minimum qualifications 
are met by scares above one standard deviation.
45. Managerial skills  -  supervision of employees and 
corresponding administrative skills .
6. Electronic specialist -  term used by Showbiz 
Pizza Place, Inc. to describe the person who is 
responsible for the maintenance of a ll of the 
restaurant equipment, video games, televisions, 
and animated entertainment found in the Showbiz 
Pizza Place restaurants.
Research Design 
The research is analytical in nature and is confined to 
the review and analysis of various articles and treatises on 
educational and training program designs. A summarized 
discussion of each reference work will be given and will be
followed by observations and comments. The purposes of this
analysis are to determine the approaches and sim ilarities  
between the various authors and to provide a foundation on 
which the model is to be constructed. The results of the
analysis of literature, prior fie ld  experience, and the 
problem at hand will be synthesized into a design for the 
particular circumstances. Since education and training are 
not exact sciences, i t  is not to be assumed that the 
resulting design is the final answer for program
development.
5Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The establishment of a training program is an extremely 
complex undertaking. Numerous factors must be considered, 
monitored, and controlled. Such complexity makes i t
imperative for the training manager to have a systematic
procedure developed and followed to insure effective and 
efficient management. The training manager is faced with 
the problem of where to begin and how to proceed. The 
resources that the training manager may consult are previous 
experience and the work of others in the fie ld . With
%limited personal experience, the training manager would 
naturally attempt to pattern the program after that of other 
successful training managers.
The goal of efficiency dictates that the establishment 
of the program should not proceed in a haphazard fashion. 
This implies the need for planning and organization. A 
sample of available literature provides a variety of methods 
that have been utilized in planning training systems.
Books
Maaer (1967)
Mager divided course development into three phases 
called preparation, development, and improvement. These
6broad categories do not give any indication o-f the 
activities involved and should, t  her e-fore, be investigated 
in detail. Mager’ s preparation phase consists of preparing 
job descriptions, identifying the target population, 
performing task analyses, preparing course objectives, 
determining course prerequisites, preparing a prerequisites 
test, and preparing a criterion examination. The 
development phase involves outlining the instructional 
units, sequencing the instructional topics, selecting the 
course content, selecting the instructional procedures, 
preparing the lesson plans, and implementing the pilot 
course. The improvement phase includes comparing student 
performance with the objectives, comparing the objectives 
with the job requirements, and revising the course.
Mager discussed several facets of vocational instruction 
in more detail. The topics included job descriptions, task 
analyses, target populations, course objectives, course 
prerequisites, measuring instruments, types of performance, 
selection of instructional procedures, sequencing 
instructional units, developing lesson plans, improving 
course efficiency, improving course effectiveness, and 
sources of instructional materials. These topics parallel 
the topics considered in the three phases, but a few have 
been integrated under new headings.
Mager gave several examples of job descriptions and went
7on to describe a job description as a one or two paragraph 
narrative o-f the duties and responsibilities of the job. The 
job description should contain a comment about each of the 
kinds of activities that the job encompasses. I t  should 
also suggest conditions associated with the performance of 
the job.
Task analysis is basically a two-step process with a few 
embellishments for clarity . The f irs t  step is to lis t  a ll 
of the tasks that are included in the job. Extreme care 
must be taken in this step to include every task. Most can 
be listed from memory or from thinking about the job, but a 
more complete listing will result from additional activities  
such as interviewing workers and observing them while on the 
job. I t  is extremely useful to identify the frequency of 
performance, the importance, and the learning d ifficu lty  of 
each task. These pieces of data can help in the planning of 
instruction. Items of low importance or of low frequency of 
performance may have to be omitted due to time 
considerations. Easy tasks will not have to have much time 
devoted to instructional activities. The second step of 
task analysis is to lis t  each step involved in performing 
the task in terms of what is actually done. Care must also 
be taken in this step to include every step performed. If  
any step be le ft out, the resulting instructional activity  
could fa il to achieve its  objective.
8I dent i-f i cation o-f the target population should be done 
before the course is designed in order to establish course 
prerequisites. This ensures that a ll trainees enter on a 
nearly equal level. Items of consideration include physical 
characteristics, education and training, motivation, 
interests, and attitudes. These items can influence the 
types of instructional activ ities, examples, level of 
instruction, motivational techniques, and other such 
consi derat ions.
The preparation of course objectives proceeds from the 
task analysis. Those steps that warrant instruction provide 
the basis for writing the objectives. Course objectives 
describe what behavior is to be expected of students at the 
end of the course. Course objectives d iffer from the task 
analysis in that the terminal behavior of the students may 
not be as efficient as the behavior exhibited by skilled 
workers. The task analysis is derived from the behavior of 
those skilled workers, and the behaviors described by the 
task analysis would represent a significant improvement in 
efficiency over the behaviors described by course 
objecti ves.
Course prerequisites define the range of incoming 
students. The fewer the restrictions, the larger the number 
of qualifying students. This also implies that a higher 
degree of individualized instruction will be needed to allow
9every student the opportunity to complete the course 
objectives successfully. The more restrictions placed on 
incoming students, the more likely the students can progress 
as a group. Too many restrictions Mill narrow the group o-f 
qualifying students significantly and may place unnecessary 
obstacles in the path of organizational goals. Mager 
suggested that course prerequisites be formulated from the 
description of the target population and the objectives 
rather than from the subject matter.
The main measuring instruments considered by Mager were 
prerequisites tests and criterion examinations. The 
prerequisites test should be constructed s tric tly  from the 
course prerequisites. If  incoming students should not have 
one or more of the prerequisite requirements, then 
allowances should be made for remedial instruction or for 
eliminating the requirement from the prerequisites and 
including i t  as part of the curriculum. The criterion 
examination should be constructed s tric tly  from the 
objectives. The object is to compare each student's 
acquired knowledge and skill to the desired behaviors 
indicated by the objectives.
Mager listed five types of performances to be considered 
when deciding on procedures and materials in the training 
process. They were discrimination, problem-solving, recal1, 
manipulation, and speech. I t  is readily apparent that
10
different approaches should be taken in the instruction of 
the various types. Testing Mould also take different forms, 
which could include written items as well as actual 
performance items.
Learning can be made efficient by proper selection of 
instructional procedures. For instance, a driver education 
course without some portion of i t  devoted to actual driving 
is not very effic ient. Mager listed three useful guides 
that may be followed in this step. The technique for each 
objective should be the one that most closely approximates 
the performance conditions required by the objective, that 
causes the student to perform in a manner most closely 
approximating the performance required on the job, and that 
will allow the student to make the largest number of 
relevant responses per unit time. Unfortunately,
administrative criteria  may not always allow the most 
optimum technique to be used. In such cases a compromise 
will be necessary.
Consideration must also be given to the sequence in 
which instructional units will be presented. I t  would be 
fruitless to attempt to instruct a procedure i f  the trainees 
are unfamiliar with each component of the procedure. Mager 
described six guides that may be considered when sequencing 
instructional units. The sequence may be from general to 
specific, in order of student interest, in a logical order,
11
in terms of -frequency o-f job performance, and in relation to 
total job practice.
Lesson plans are the documents used to ensure that the 
lesson presentation proceeds according to the sequence 
prescribed and to ensure that a ll relevant paints are 
covered. Lesson plans may be developed according to a 
seven-step procedure outlined by Mager. This procedure 
includes outlining the learning units, identifying the types 
of performance involved, identifying the appropriate 
content, in it ia l sequencing of units, selecting 
instructional procedures and materials, final sequencing of 
units, and completing the lesson plan details.
After the course is implemented, i t  is prudent to 
determine i f  the course may need revision to improve course 
efficiency and effectiveness. Efficiency is checked by 
comparing the final student performances against the course 
objectives. Checking effectiveness is somewhat more 
d iffic u lt because feedback must be solicited from the 
student after a term on the job and from the supervisors of 
the various students. Evaluation of each of the sources 
Mill point the May to passible improvements in the training 
program.
Comment. Mager*s book is a good general work on the 
development of vocational instruction. There are specific 
examples on various topics that could assist one in the
12
development process, but there are other areas, such as 
instructional objectives and evaluation, that are not 
covered in much detail or are not covered at a ll .  The 
training director could use this work as a general 
reference, but he/she would have to consult other works for 
more specific details.
Goldstein (1974)
Goldstein divided course development into three phases 
called assessment, development, and evaluation. Assessment 
is concerned with organizational analysis, task analysis, 
person analysis, and objectives preparation. The
development phase combines learning principles with media 
selection to design the environment to achieve the 
objectives. The evaluation phase consists of the 
establishment of measures of success and of designs to 
determine what changes have occurred during training.
Goldstein listed specification of goals, resource 
analysis, and internal/external factors as paints of 
consideration under the heading of organizational analysis. 
His approach to task analysis was essentially the same as 
that of Mager, but Goldstein did not go into as much detail 
as did Mager.
The major portion of the treatise was devoted to 
theoretical discussions of learning, experimental methods, 
and evaluation criteria . No specific course of action was
13
prescribed -for development and evaluation.
Comment. Goldstein provided insights into the more 
technical and statistical aspects of training programs, but 
he did not offer much in the basic procedures of program 
development. Goldstein did not prescribe any concrete 
procedures, but he did describe various alternative 
approaches in evaluation and instructional procedures along 
with advantages and disadvantages of each. This work seems 
to be better suited for "fine-tuning" than to a "cook book" 
approach. The training manager will have to make personal 
decisions after consulting Goldstein. Problems could arise 
i f  the training manager should not be mathematically and 
scientifically astute.
Bass and Vaughan (1966)
Bass and Vaughan called the phases of program 
development assessment, design, and administration and 
evaluation. Assessment includes organizational analysis, 
job analysis, manpower analysis, and review and revision. 
The design phase is concerned with techniques of instruction 
and media. Administration and evaluation deals with the 
management of the program and the collection of data for 
revision of the program.
Comment. The format of this work is similar to 
Goldstein^s work. I t  was largely devoted to theoretical
14
considerations and did not prescribe any specific course o-f 
action. Various techniques Mere discussed Mith accompanying 
advantages and disadvantages. One main di-F-ference noted Mas 
the inclusion o-f review and revision into the assessment 
phase. I t  is readily apparent that the authors have 
described similar processes. To describe a course of action 
requires elaboration of the processes. The training manager 
needs to knoM specifically where to begin and Mhat to do in 
more detail.
Tracev (1971)
Tracey described an extensively detailed process for 
training program development. The components listed Mere 
identifying needs, performing job analyses, writing training 
objectives, constructing criterion measures, constructing 
evaluative instruments, selecting training strategies, 
selecting and sequencing course content, producing training 
documents, determining equipment requirements, selecting 
training aids, selecting instructors, selecting trainees, 
conducting the instruction, administering and analyzing 
criterion measures, evaluating the training system, and 
following up on graduates. Each of these components contain 
several activities and considerations that require attention 
to detail to ensure success of the development of the 
program.
The identification of training needs is a complex
15
process that requires consideration of many factors. They 
include goals, objectives, and plans of the organization. I t  
is almost self-evident that the training program should be 
consistent with the goals of the enterprise. The training 
must also be consistent with company policies. Other such 
considerations include composition of work force, training 
staff, fa c ilit ie s , and costs. In the case of technical 
training, the program must be flexible enough to adapt to 
technological change.
The types of training to be provided must be considered 
and analyzed. The types of formal training programs 
commonly provided in-house are orientation, safety, 
technical, sales, human relations, presupervisory, middle 
management, executive development, and special training 
programs. There are also informal in-house training such as 
on-the-job training, coaching, job rotation, understudy, and 
committee assignments. Usually the organization encourages 
external training for self-development. This can range from 
seminars and workshops to correspondence courses and college 
cl asses.
In surveying training needs, Tracey listed comparing job 
descriptions and applicant specifications with skills  of 
employees, analyzing job performance ratings, analyzing 
personnel records, analyzing any other company records, 
analyzing operating problems, and analyzing long-range plans
16
and -forecasts. The analysis o-f job descriptions, applicant 
speci-fications, and skills  of employees can identi-fy areas 
in which training may be needed. Performance ratings and 
personnel records can also help to identity any specific 
individuals who require training. Operating problems, other 
company records, and long-range plans w ill provide the 
information necessary for planning revisions, additions, and 
deletions to existing programs.
Training in industrial and vocational schools differ 
from academic educational programs in that the training is 
geared toward the performance of specific job activities. To 
eliminate unnecessary expense and to maximize the efficiency 
of the training program, i t  is necessary to restrict the 
program to those areas actually required in the performance 
of the job activities. This implies the need to analyze the 
job to determine the activities to be included in the 
training program. Job analysis is involved with the 
collection, recording, tabulation, interpretation of data, 
and analysis of the duties and tasks, description of the 
conditions surrounding the performance of these duties and 
tasks, identification of the skills , knowledge, and 
ab ilities  required to perform the duties and tasks, and the 
determination of acceptable standards for the performance of 
the duties and tasks.
Differentiation is made between four categories of job
17
activities. These categories arranged in descending order 
of scope are job, duty, task, and element. A job is a 
speci-fic unit in the hierarchy of work such as an 
electronics technician. A duty is a component of a job. The 
duties of an electronics technician may include maintenance 
of assigned equipment, organization of the shop, and 
completion of administrative paperwork. Tasks are 
components of duties. Tasks for electronic specialists in 
the duty of maintenance could include performing
preventative maintenance, performing corrective maintenance, 
and troubleshooting. An element is a component of a task. 
Troubleshooting is involved with the elements of symptom 
determination, faulty block location, faulty circuit
isolation, and faulty component isolation. The categories 
encompass a broad range that becomes progressively 
restricted and more specific as the levels descend. Job
analysis, then, proceeds with the identification of the
broad areas f irs t  and leads to the description of specific 
elements by the narrowing process.
Careful planning must be done to perform a job analysis 
to ensure accuracy and completeness. The planning includes 
the selection of job analysts, the selection of operating 
units to be observed, the training of job analysts, the 
preparation of data-gathering instruments, and the 
coordination and administrative arrangements. In the case
18
of a large organization with widely dispersed operating 
units, i t  may not be feasible for one person to conduct the 
job analysis. A team of job analysts may be assigned to 
observe and to record data in the operating units 
simultaneously. This has the advantage of minimizing the 
time required. A disadvantage is the possibility of 
individual differences of the job analysts7 methods 
affecting the data collection. For this reason, the data 
collecting process must be explicitly designed and 
admi nistered.
The operating units to be observed must be selected. 
Ideally, a ll operating units Mould be observed. This may 
not be feasible in a large organization. Careful selection 
must be made to ensure a true representation of the job to 
be analyzed.
The job analysts must be thoroughly trained in regard to 
their assignments and duties. This training can help to 
minimize the possibility of incorrect or inconsistent data 
collection methods. A schedule or checklist could be 
developed to aid the analysts to this end.
The data—gathering instruments should contain
identifying information, details of duties, tasks, and 
elements, equipment information, and any general information 
necessary for the process. In preparing the instruments, 
the training manager should consider standards of
19
performance, daily work records, and the interview 
techniques to be used. Each duty, task, and element is 
described by behavior, conditions, and standards. Behavior 
is the directly observable performance. Conditions are 
factors affecting performance such as available tools, 
equipment, job aids, and supervision.
After the job analysis is completed, the training 
objectives must be developed. Training objectives are 
statements of expected trainee performance at the conclusion 
of part or a ll of the training program. These objectives 
are derived from the job analysis. A standard format for 
objectives has been developed over the years which is 
especially applicable for job training.
Tracey prescribed a detailed procedure for writing 
performance-centered objectives. The f irs t  step is to 
identify the desired behavior. The required conditions of 
the performance are then stated. The conditions include 
what the trainee will be given, what restrictions are placed 
on the activity, what tools and equipment will be used, what 
references or job aids w ill be used, and what special 
physical or environmental conditions exist. Finally, the 
criterion of acceptable performance is stated. This 
criterion must be realistic  and attainable, be relevant to 
the job, specify the minimum acceptable level of 
performance, avoid imprecise words, and be measurable.
20
□nee a l is t  of training objectives has been established, 
the training manager may find that incoming trainees may 
possess some of the skills  specified by the objectives. I t  
is then necessary to select which of the objectives will be 
incorporated into the training program. Tracey listed a 
group of crite ria  to be considered for selecting objectives. 
These crite ria  are rated on a scale of 0 to 5, and the 
scores are added to obtain a composite score. The decision 
to include or to exclude an objective is based on the 
composite score.
The criteria  to be rated are universality, d ifficu lty , 
cruciality, frequency, practicabli1ity , achievabi1ity , 
quality, deficiency, retainabi1ity , and follow-on training. 
Universality refers to the percentage of workers that can 
satisfy the performance of the abjective. D ifficulty refers 
to the ease at which the objective may be learned on the
job. Cruciality refers to the actual need for the
performance on the job. Frequency describes how often the
performance is accomplished on the job. Practicability 
refers to the proficiency comparison between formal training 
and on—the—job training for the objective. Achievabi1ity  
refers to the ab ility  of the trainees to learn the 
performance to the required degree of proficiency in the
allotted time. duality describes how useful the objective 
is to various types of performers. Deficiency refers to how
21
frequently the desired performance is not present in 
workers. Retainabi1ity  describes the time interval between
training and actual work. Following—on training refers to 
degrees of additional training needed for the performance 
after the trainee leaves the formal training program.
Tracey listed the categories of evaluation as task not 
taught (0-10), introduce i f  time permits (11—20), a ll 
trainees introduced to task (21-30), some training provide 
with demonstration but not mastery of task (31-40), and 
complete, thorough training with demonstrated mastery of 
task (41-50). Tracey did not discuss the basis for 
selection of the cutoff scores.
When the training objectives have been written and 
selected, the training manager may turn his attention to the 
areas of evaluative instruments, criterion measures, course 
content, training strategies, and training documents. 
Evaluative instruments consist of methods and procedures to 
evaluate the training system. Criterion measures are the 
means by which achievement of learning the objectives is 
determined. The course content should be selected and 
sequenced for optimum results. Training strategies also 
have to be selected. Training documents include the course 
of study, lesson plans, etc. Each of these areas will be 
covered in the listed order.
The design and development of training systems is by no
22
means an exact process that achieves perfection on the f irs t  
attempt. Modifications have to be made as a result of 
errors, organizational change, new technology, etc. The 
need for modifications demands that the system be evaluated 
regularly. Some sort of evaluative instrument will be 
needed to perform this evaluation. A rating method can give 
mathematical statistics that indicate relative superiority 
among various criteria  to be evaluated.
In the broadest sense, there are two types of rating 
methods. Ratings can be given on a relative scale or an an 
absolute scale. The relative scale may contain descriptive 
adjectives as poor, fa ir , average, good, excellent. A 
disadvantage of this method is that different evaluators may 
have different conceptions of what constitutes each of the 
descriptives. The absolute scale may consist of percentages 
of the total passible scare. The scares would be awarded 
according to precise instructions. Ideally, the absolute 
scale is superior to the relative scale. However, the 
precise instructions may be exceedingly d iffic u lt, i f  not 
impassible, to construct in order to avoid a ll subjective 
judgments on the part of the evaluator.
Other methods of evaluation include checklists, 
questionnaires, and interviews. Checklists are primarily 
pass/fail instruments. They fa il to differentiate between 
the quality of the passing marks and between the quality of
23
the fa iling marks- Questionnaires are extremely d iffic u lt  
to design for maximum benefit. Another danger is that the 
respondents may misinterpret the questions or may not follow 
directions precisely. Interviews are also d iffic u lt to 
design. The interviewer needs to be proficient in the 
interview process. These methods can yield some useful 
information in spite of their disadvantages.
Criterion measures are constructed with reference to the 
training objectives to determine i f  learning described by 
the objectives has occurred. Criterion measures may be 
administered in a variety of tests. The tests may be 
written, objective oral;, objective essay, performance, or 
rating exams. Ulhichever type is used, i t  should be properly 
constructed. The tests are usually based on a set of 
characteristics that can be used to determine if  a test is 
acceptable. These characteristics include valid ity, 
re lia b ility , objectivity, administrabi1ity , standardabi1ity , 
comprehensiveness, and economy.
Validity is concerned with whether the criterion item 
actually tests what i t  is designed to test. A test is 
reliable i f  trainees would score the same on a retest of the 
same items. An objective test would not permit subjectivity 
of grading on the part of the examiner. Administrabi1ity  
refers to the ease with which the test may be given. A 
standardized test may be given to a ll trainees without
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discriminating unf a irly  among selected groups. A
comprehensive test cavers all objectives included in the 
training. Economy re-fers to the costs of materials and 
administration of the exam.
The training manager must construct the test Mith the 
characteristics in mind and should proceed Mith some sort of 
planned sequence. The f irs t step ould be planning the test. 
The items to be used in the test should be selected and 
drafted. Sequencing and formatting the selected items 
should be done. Directions should also be Mritten for the
trainee and for the examiner. Finally, the test should be
administered, evaluated, and revised, as necessary. This 
last step is crucial for program effectiveness.
The next major step in Tracey’ s process is to select and 
to sequence course content. Selection is done on the basis 
of considering subject matter characteristics, sources, and 
types of tasks. Sequencing may be done according to logical 
order, to problem-centered organization, or to psychological 
order.
Closely related to course content is the selection of
training strategies. Close attention should be given to
objectives, course content, trainee population, instructors, 
space, fa c ilit ie s , equipment, materials, time, and cost. 
These factors must be considered in relation to the various 
methods available for instruction.
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Same a-f the basic methods include lectures, conferences, 
demonstrations, performance, programmed instruction, study 
assignments, computer assisted instruction, and combinations 
of the methods. Special participative methods include case 
studies, incidents, role playing, sensitivity training, 
simulations, games, models, in-basket exercises, buzz 
sessions, committees, fie ld  trips, panels, and group
interviews. Each method should be examined and evaluated in 
terms of the factors listed above to determine the 
feasib ility  of utilizing that particular method.
In addition to the factors and methods, the types of 
trainee and instructor organization and the types of 
mediating devices to be used must be considered. Trainee
and instructor organization may take the forms of random 
grouping, homogeneous grouping, team teaching, and team 
learning. Mediating devices include teaching machines, 
closed circuit television, student response systems, and 
computer—based instructional systems.
Training aids should be selected to enhance and to 
reinforce learning. Training aids may include printed
materials, graphic materials, three dimensional objects, and 
auditory materials. Printed materials may be job sheets, 
information sheets, assignment sheets, and supplemental 
handouts. Graphic materials could be included in the
printed materials as well as in projection materials.
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Models and mock-ups are examples of three dimensional 
materials. Projection materials include slides, films, 
filmstrips, transparencies, videotape, and videodisc. 
Auditory materials include tape recordings, records, and 
some of the projection materials. I t  is apparent that there 
are many different types of training aids. Unless the 
budget is large, the training director may have to lim it the 
training aids to a portion of the total available. The 
selection must be done carefully to optimize the learning 
process.
Training programs involving practical hands-on 
performances require an inventory of equipment to be used in 
job performance. The types and number of equipment pieces 
used for training must be determined. The training manager 
needs to answer several questions and to consider various 
factors in determining what equipment will be used.
Questions concerning objectives, target population, 
class size, location, and training strategy must be 
answered. The training manager must consider the factors of 
what current equipment is being used on the job, of passible 
future equipment requirements, of the availability of 
equipment, and of costs. Considerable care is needed for 
this process because of the potential expense involved. The 
need to make timely and accurate decisions implies that the 
training manager needs to have efficient lines of
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communication established throughout the organization.
The next step in the training process is to produce the 
training documents. Tracey described only programs o-f 
instruction and lesson plans. A program of instruction is a 
document that describes the training program. The contents 
of a program of instruction are t i t le  page, preface, job 
performance requirements, training performance objectives, 
performance evaluations, sequence of instruction, classroom 
requirements, and a master l is t  of sk ills . The lesson plan 
may be divided into four broad areas containing identifying 
information, authentication, body, and enclosures.
One important aspect of a training program that needs 
considerable attention is the selection of instructors. 
Factors to be considered in the selection process are 
subject-matter expertise, professional knowledge and skills , 
communication sk ills , and personal qualities. I t  is 
extremely helpful to establish prerequisites in order to 
evaluate the applicants. Prerequisites for subject-matter 
expertise may include enterprise knowledge, job knowledge, 
and skills . Instructors must be able to communicate well in 
order to enhance learning. Evidence of communication skills  
can be obtained from review of educational background, prior 
experience, and interviews. Personal qualities include 
intelligence, interests, and temperament. Evidence of 
professional knowledge can come from work experience,
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training background, military experience, and interviews.
Instructors may come -from various sources. The sources 
may include trained educators, operative employees and 
technicians, line supervisors and managers, staf-f training 
specialists, and outside experts. All possible sources 
should be examined to obtain the best passible instructors 
to ensure efficient and effective training.
Different instructional skills  are required by different 
training strategies. This must also be considered in the 
selection process. Various training strategies include 
lecture, conference demonstration, performance, programmed 
instruction, combination instruction, team teaching, and 
special participative methods. Each should be analyzed to 
determine what skills  will be needed by the instructor.
A selection process for trainees also needs to be 
considered. The personnel department has a set of criteria  
against which prospective employees are evaluated. The 
efforts of the training department and of the personnel 
department must be closely coordinated to ensure that the 
optimum match of employee prerequisites and trainee 
prerequisites is made. Without this match, the training 
program may be too broad or too restrictive in design. Both 
extremes can result in waste of time and people. Similar 
categories of prerequisites may be established for the 
trainees as were established for the instructors.
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Since training systems are designed and operated by
humans, perfection is not to be expected. To provide an
optimum system, i t  is necessary to be able to identify
weaknesses, to correct them, and to scrutinize the system on 
a continuous basis. Evaluation is one of the most important 
components of a training system and includes such areas as 
trainees, instructors, course content, sequence and time 
allocations, instructional strategies, materials, equipment, 
and fa c ilitie s .
There are several approaches to evaluating the various 
areas, and a composite synthesis of a ll of the approaches 
may lead to extremely useful feedback data. Observation may 
be used to evaluate each area. For observation to be 
effective, i t  must be specific, systematic, quantitative, 
and recorded. Ratings supply the quantitative aspect. 
Ratings may be applied to trainee performance and to
instructor performance quite easily. Designing a rating 
system for the other areas is passible but may be more 
complicated. Surveys and interviews of both instructors and 
trainees may yield useful data. These must be carefully 
designed and conducted to accomplish an effective 
eval uati on.
After a ll of the methods are applied, the data must be 
organized, tabulated, and interpreted. This step should be 
done carefully to avoid errors that could have detrimental
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effects art the system. The results Mould farm the basis of 
recommendations to modify the system.
The primary method of evaluating trainees is by the use 
of tests. Tests may take the farm af Mritten exams or of 
performance exams. These must also be evaluated for their 
effectiveness and usefulness in the program. Effective 
administration of tests requires that clear directions be 
given and that suitable conditions exist far the students to 
take the test. Detailed procedures should be established 
and fallowed ta insure consistency. The types of scares ta 
be reported and who will receive the scare results should 
also be established.
After the test is administered;, i t  should be analyzed 
and critiqued. A critique of the exam with the class may 
reveal deficiencies or errors. A careful analysis of the 
exam can reveal i f  i t  is doing what i t  was designed to da.
The final step to the training process involves the 
follow-up an the graduates of the program. This is an 
integral part of the evaluation process. Data collected can 
be used to determine weaknesses in the training. There are 
three basic methods of collecting data. Personnel may 
travel to the job sites ta collect data, operating 
supervisors may submit reports, and the training fa c ility  
may send out questionnaire surveys. Probably the best method 
is to send personnel to the jab site for data
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collection. This method is quite expensive, but the other 
two methods are less reliable. Reports and surveys may not 
be submitted by those asked.
Detailed planning is required for each of the data 
collection methods. The on-site method requires selection 
of team members, training, job site selection, scheduling, 
rehearsing, and arranging travel prior to the actual 
collection of data. Supervisory reports require the design 
of the reporting system in detail from the firs t draft to 
the revision of the program. Questionnaire follow-up 
requires construction of the questionnaires, design of the 
method of tabulation, analysis, and utilization of data.
Comment. This work is a detailed treatise with 
numerous charts and checklists. The training manager may 
choose which of the examples to include in the training 
program. The models may also be easily adapted to meet 
individual needs. The work is somewhat overwhelming in 
content, but i t  is an excellent reference work. I t  is, 
unfortunately, out of print and may be d ifficu lt to obtain. 
I t  appears to have been written for a large organization and 
may not be totally  applicable to the small concern, but the 
training manager has the option to choose appropriate 
sections to apply to his/her program. Extremely useful may 
be the checklists provided with or without individual 
modi f i cati ons.
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Pamphlets
The Center -for Vocational Education (1977)
This work is a series of one hundred pamphlets devoted 
to vocational education in a community college or vocational 
school setting. The pamphlets are arranged in ten groups o-f 
modules described as program planning, development, and 
evaluation, instructional planning, instructional execution, 
instructional evaluation, instructional management, 
guidance, school —community relations, student vocational 
organizations, prof essi anal role and development, and 
coordination of cooperative education.
Program planning, development, and evaluation are 
concerned with community surveys, advisory committees, 
program goals and objectives, occupational analyses, courses 
of study, long-range program plans, student follow-up 
studies, and vocational program evaluations. Community 
surveys are similar to organization analyses in the 
industrial setting. Advisory committees play an important 
role in community colleges, and their equivalent industrial 
entities could prove to be quite helpful in achieving the 
goals of the training program. The development of program 
goals and objectives forms the f irs t specific step of actual 
program development. Goals are written statements that 
describe what results are desired from the training program.
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Goals are broad statements that are used as a basis -for the 
development of the more specific objectives. An 
occupational analysis is the equivalent o-f a job analysis. 
The course o-f study is essentially an outline of the 
training progam. I t  generally contains a t i t le ,  course 
description, course objectives, a description o-f course 
content, materials, equipment, time allocations, and 
references. Long-range program goals are important to 
consider, and extreme care must be taken to do adequate 
planning to avoid frequent alterations of these goals. The 
training manager must also plan the procedures for the 
evaluation of the training program. A follow-up study of 
graduates is a necessary step to assist in the evaluation. 
Improvement of the training program depends on the 
conduction of a valid evaluation.
Instructional planning is concerned with the needs and 
interests of students, student performance objectives, units 
of instruction, lesson plans, and instructional materials. 
The training program must serve the needs of the students to 
be effective. Knowledge of these needs and also of the 
students7 interests can enhance effective program design. 
The results of the occupational analysis are used as a basis 
for developing the student performance objectives. The 
objectives are developed according to the procedures 
discussed earlier in this paper. Units of instruction are
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developed by grouping the objectives into cohesive, related 
areas. The time frame for a unit may extend to one or more 
days of instruction. The units are then subdivided into 
individual presentations. Each of these presentations 
requires a lesson plan to be developed. The lesson plan 
provides an outline and a sequence for the presentation. I t  
also can help to avoid the omission of relevant and/or 
important points of instruction. Instructional materials
may be selected from available sources or may be developed 
by the instructor. Production of instructional materials
may be done by a variety of means that inculde, 
mimeographing, photocopying, drafting, computer-designed 
graphic production, and audio-visual methods.
Instructional execution includes such topics as fie ld  
trips, group discussions, brainstorming, simulation 
techniques, laboratory training techniques, problem-solving 
techniques, projects, lesson introductions, lesson
summaries, questioning techniques, reinforcement techniques, 
demonstrations, individualized instruction, team teaching, 
models, overhead and opaque projection techniques, 
audio-visual techniques, programmed instruction, and 
chalkboard techniques. Each topic contained examples and 
exercises to develop a degree of fam iliarity Mith the 
technique described. The training director must decide 
Mhich techniques are most effective in presenting the
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subject matter within the constraints o-f time and budget.
Instructional evaluation begins with the establishment 
o-f student performance crite ria . Procedures -for the
assessment of knowledge, sk ills , and attitudes were outlined 
in some detail. Grades are determined from the results of 
these assessments. Finally, instructional effectiveness 
must be evaluated to pave the way for program improvement.
Instructional management covers the areas of resource
projections, budget management, fa c ilit ie s  improvement, 
filin g , safety and f irs t  aid, and management of the
vocational laboratory. Not included in the instructional 
management area were items as scheduling classes, arranging 
travel, controlling class size, and scheduling instructor 
assi gnments.
The other groups of modules were concerned with 
vocational schools in areas that were not related to the 
industrial program or were not directly related to the 
development process. For these reasons, a discussion of 
these areas will not be made.
Comment. These pamphlets can be instructional tools 
for the training manager and can serve well as models in the 
various aspects of the development process. I t  seems 
somewhat illogical that program evaluation modules were not 
grouped together. Evaluation is an integral part of any 
training program and probably deserves a separate section.
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Many sample forms mere included in the various modules and 
could be used with l i t t l e  or no modifications. The modules 
are rather expensive and could be prohibitive for the budget 
of a small training department.
ftrti cles
Becker (1980)
Becker listed ten steps of the training developmental 
process. He called them organizational performance 
analysis, training needs integration plan, competency
descriptions, learning objectives, participant analysis, 
learning design, evaluation and measurement, learning 
program administration, reporting individual progress, and 
assessing organizational achievement. These steps w ill be 
analyzed in detail in order to c larify  the content.
Organizational performance analysis involves examining 
operational data, identifying problems and their causes, and
deciding on solutions to the causes. This description
implies that a training program already exists, and this 
step would be a part of the revision process.
The training needs integration plan is a statement of 
responsibility and accountabi1ity . I t  addresses the basic 
questions of who, what, when, and how much.
The competency description identifies the essential 
characteristics of a competent performer. This is done by
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examining the job and by describing basic knowledge and 
skills  the performer must possess. This step is important 
in industrial training programs because of the nature of 
such programs. The industrial program exists to provide the 
enterprise with individuals who can perform clearly defined 
jobs. To avoid waste of time and resources, the training 
program must provide the individuals with the required 
skills  to perform the job. Identification of the required 
skills  provides a basis for the design of the program.
Creation of learning objectives follows from the
competency description by enumerating each individual
performance component of the competency description. 
Learning objectives are descriptions of each individual 
skill or knowledge component to be learned.
Participant analysis describes who will be trained and 
in what order they will participate in the training. The 
entrance knowledge skills  must be identified to maximize 
learning. Too broad of a range of entrance prerequisites 
will prevent an optimum design of the training program. The 
less experienced participants may not succeed, while the
more experienced participants may became bared. The truly 
individualized program may be too expensive and time
consuming to warrant consideration.
Learning design is the process of arranging time,
methods, materials, media, equipment, and instructor
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resources. This step allows the training manager to 
determine what will be needed in the training program. 
Although each o-f the components is relatively simple when 
taken individually, the interrelationships among them makes 
learning design an extremely complex undertaking.
Evaluation and measurement are related but are not the 
same. Evaluation is concerned with determining how much the 
trainees have learned and whether or not the course has met 
its  objectives. Measurement is concerned with the 
procedures used to make an evaluation. This step is crucial 
to the success of a training program. I t  provides the 
vehicle by which discrepancies in the program may be 
corrected. Valid evaluation can also predict the probable 
success or failure of the trainees.
Learning program administration encompasses contingency 
planning to identify potential problems with the learning 
design. I t  includes such items as travel arrangements, 
hotel accommodations, food service, schedules, equipment 
failures, and learning reinforcement. I t  is apparent that 
lack of contingency planning could result in a condition of 
disorganization should something go wrong.
Reporting individual progress is concerned with the 
various types of reporting formats that may be used. 
Different formats may be required for reporting to various 
levels within the organization. Other considerations such
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as confidentiality, organizational politics, and affirmative 
action 1aws also play a part in this step.
Assessing organizational achievement assesses the 
results of training in relation to other activities of the 
organization. This step provides a basis for improvement 
and revision of the training program. Completion of this 
step leads back to the f irs t  step in the process and implies 
that the training program must continually be adjusted.
Comment. Becker's artic le  refers to several 
relevant points of concern in the developmental process of a 
training program. The length of the artic le  did not allow 
much elaboration into specific details and should be viewed 
only as a general guide. More detail is needed to provide a 
more clearly defined approach. Further discussion into such 
items as objectives and evaluation could prove useful.
Heines (1980)
Heines' artic le  was concerned with the preparation of 
objectives. He cautioned against over—behavioralism and 
wordiness when writing objectives. Over—behavioralism 
occurs when an objective is worded in such a way that the 
objective and a test item would be exactly the same. 
Wordiness may be avoided by eliminating unnecessary phrases 
such as "the student w ill be able to." Another suggestion 
to avoid confusion by wordiness was to break the objective
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into two sentences Mith the action stated f irs t . The given 
conditions could then be placed in the second sentence. A 
final suggestion Mas to avoid repetitious phrases such as 
"Mithout references." Phrases such as this could be placed 
in a student guide.
Comment. While this artic le  contained some useful 
ideas, i t  could primarily be considered as cosmetic 
improvements. The comments on Mordiness and
over-behavioralism are niceties that really do not 
contribute substantial developmental impetus to the program.
Limon (1980)
Limon suggested the approach of presenting the 
objectives in teachable parts. Even though objectives are 
the units of behavior as related to training, each objective 
may be divided into sub-units of activity. For example, i f  
the trainee is to accomplish the objective of measuring 
voltage Mith a meter, he/she must accomplish several 
activities to demonstrate achievement of the objective. The 
meter leads must be connected to the meter correctly, the 
proper controls must be set accurately, the meter leads must 
be connected to the circuit properly, and the reading must 
be taken. The behavior to be demonstrated should be 
analyzed by performing the action and by rating each 
activity involved. This analysis provides the basis for
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ensuring that, completeness is achieved in the presentation.
Comment, This artic le  provided valuable insights 
into effective training presentation design. I t  is by such 
methodical and detailed analyses that excellent training 
programs are constructed.
Trader (1980)
Trader went into more detail than Limon and provided a 
checklist for teaching an objective. The checklist was 
divided into the main areas of planning for instruction, 
instructing, and evaluating. Planning included analysis of 
the objective, integration of the objective into an existing 
plan, assessing resources, and scheduling the instruction. 
Instructing included sharing the objectives with students, 
providing activities related to instructional timing, 
providing instructional variety, presenting the objective, 
and providing extending activities. Evaluating consisted of 
matching the evaluation to the objective, trying a variety 
of evaluative techniques, and reporting the results of the 
evaluation.
Comment, Trader’ s artic le  provided a handy checklist 
for teaching objectives, but i t  also touched upon areas 
outside the stated t i t le .  The outside areas were related to 
the objective and served to illustrate  the necessary 




□ne of the newer techniques -for presenting instruction 
is the use of the micracamputer with other types of 
audio-visual media or by itsel-f. Schwartz described the use 
o-f the micracamputer with video tapes. Video tapes can 
present moving, colorful, visual materials and can u tilize  
spoken descriptions as well as other sounds. The 
mi crocomputer can offer programmed instruction, generate 
text and graphics, bypass materials the user already knows, 
score responses, and interface with the video player.
Disadvantages of this system include the cost of the 
variety of equipment used, production of the video tapes, 
and possible complications during set-up of equipment. I t  
is passible to avoid these disadvantages by utiliz ing sound 
and graphics that are generated by the computer. An 
experienced programmer or a language such as PILOT would be 
needed to accomplish this.
Comment. This artic le  is representative of the type 
of literature that is surfacing concerning the advent of the 
computer into training programs. The computer offers the 
promise to revolutionize education and training. Until 
recently, the cost was prohibitive, but recently prices have 
begun to plummet. There are many software packages devoted
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to training in individual subjects and to authoring systems. 
Since most o-f the other presentational techniques Mere 
covered by various authors, a view into this technique is in 
order. The fie ld  of computer—assisted learning is s t i l l  in 
its  infancy, and further developments are to be expected.
Cornwell (1981)
Cornwell discussed the ab ilities  of "target trainees" 
and actual trainees. Sometimes the actual trainees have 
lower sk ill and knowledge levels than the target trainees, 
and sometimes they have higher levels. He suggested testing 
trainees before conducting the training. The target trainee 
should be specifically defined in terms of prerequisite 
learning ab ilities  and learning needs. The ab ilities  are 
measured by prerequisite testing and pretesting. Finally, a 
plan of action is needed to respond to differences revealed 
by the testing. Remedial instruction and exclusion from 
training are two passible responses in this area.
Comment. This article covered the specific area 
of pretesting in a general way. Cornwell did talk at some 
length about objectives and their relationship to 
pretesting. The general guidelines are helpful, but the 
artic le  was too short to provide any specific details.
Cornwell (1980)
This artic le  provided examples of post-training surveys
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designed -far the student and -far the supervisor- These 
surveys Mere designed to assess how accurately the training 
program addressed the job requirements, how successfully the 
students are per-f arming the tasks learned, and what 
unintended consequences have occurred as a result of the 
training program. The surveys provided spaces to rate each 
o-f the questions asked and also provided directions -for 
completing the surveys- The in-formation gathered by the 
surveys may be used in evaluation and revision of the 
training program.
Comment- This artic le  supplied speci-fic use-ful 
in-formation that may be implemented into any job training 
program. The training manager will have to decide on 
necessary modifications to the examples provided- Whether 
or not the training manager decides to use the types of 
surveys provided, he/she should include some type of similar 
assessment in the training program. Reference to this 
artic le  would provide valuable assistance in that event.
Review Summary
The books, pamphlets, and articles reviewed represented 
only a portion of the literature consulted. The purpose of 
the selected review was to reveal the general direction of 
the thrust of modern training programs. This review also 
revealed that the books and pamphlets, in most cases,
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provided more specific in-formation than did articles. The 
main reason for this Mas due to the restricted length of the 
articles. In general, a ll the authors take the same type of 
approach to the development of training programs. Some of 
the authors presented complex and detailed procedures, and 
other^authors gave only a broad outline Mith few specific 
details. To have included every explicit detail in this 
review may possibly have clouded the issue at hand. This 
issue was to became familiar with the scope of the problem 
of developing a training program and to compare the 




The subject o-f this chapter is the actual model that may 
be used for program development. This model has been 
prepared with the goals of practicality and flexibility in 
mind. No attempt has been made to ensure that the model 
contains all possible factors which, in itself, is probably 
impossible. Rather, the model is an attempt to present the 
essential components of the developmental process to enable 
the training director to produce a workable training program 
in a minimal amount of time. The embellishments may easily 
be added gradually in the course of program revision. This 
approach seems to be flexible in that it allows the training 
director to select which modifications are to be added to 
the model. Limiting the model to the essential elements 
should result in minimal revisions to the structure.
Setting
The model is concerned with the development of a 
technical training program for Showbiz Pizza Place, Inc. A 
training program was needed to orient newly hired 
electronics technicians to their duties and responsibilities 
in Showbiz Pizza Place restaurants throughout the country.
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The restaurants provide, in addition to -food, entertainment 
in the form of video games, children’s rides, and animated 
robot entertainment controlled by a computer. The decision 
to develop a training program had been made, facilities were 
available for the training, and no limit was placed on the 
budget. It is from this starting position that the model is 
to be applied.
Plan of Action
The development of a training program should be a 
systematic process. The process used in the model proceeds 
from the general to the specific. The overall process is 
described in general terms first. The model is then divided 
into individual components, and each component is discussed 
in some detail along with illustrative examples. This type 
of approach is based on simplicity. It is somewhat easier 
to build upon simple structures, and it is also easier to 
comprehend the process by using this approach. Additions 
and enhancements may be made at any level in the structure 
and elaborated upon as the situation warrants. This 
provides the model with a degree of flexibility and an ease 
of expansion.
System Process
The overall design of the model consists of five basic
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activities. The activities include analysis, design, 
development, implementation, and evaluation. The activities 
form a cycle which proceeds in the order listed and leads 
tram evaluation back to analysis. Figure 1 is a flow
r
diagram at the overall process which represents the most 
general structure ot the process. The process is closely 
related to problem-solving or systems design procedures. 
This relationship can be explored by considering the general 
characteristies ot the individual activities in comparison 
to the procedures ot problem-solving.
The tirst step at problem—solving is to analyze the 
problem. The known data are collected along with the 
question that is to be answered. For training programs, 
analysis involves similar collection at data and questions. 
A description ot what is to be accomplished and the 
establishment ot the initial toundation are necessary to 
pertarm the analysis.
Atter the analysis at the problem is completed, possible 
hypotheses or solutions are formulated. This relates to the 
design activity of program development. In this activity, 
an outline of instruction is proposed to accomplish the 
objectives of the training program.
The method of testing the possible hypotheses is 
established in the next step of problem-solving. The 










The first hypothesis is then tested in the next step of 
the problem-solving procedure. In the training program, a
pilot course would be conducted. This is the implementation 
phase of the training program cycle.
Finally, the results of hypothesis testing is analyzed 
to determine if further testing will be needed. This is
related to the evaluation phase in training programs. The 
evaluation phase identifies what additions, changes, 
deletions, or enhancements are needed in the training 
program.
It can be seen that problem-solving and program
development are not exactly identical processes, but the 
overall procedures do have similarities. Each activity may 
now be i nvesti gated i n more detai1.
Analvsi s
The essential components of this activity include job
descriptions, job analysis, and feedback analysis. Feedback
analysis does not constitute a feature of the analysis 
activity until the pilot course has been conducted. It then 
comes into consideration for all revisions thereafter. 













The first step of the analysis phase is to obtain a job 
description. In most corporations, job descriptions may be 
obtained from the personnel department. The job description 
is a summary of the requirements of the position. Table I 
shows the job description used in the model.
Job Analysis
The job analysis activity may be divided into four 
components. An initial listing of duty statements must be 
prepared. An inventory of tasks must be developed from the 
duty statements. A listing of performance elements must be 
prepared for each of the tasks. Finally, the performance 
elements must be rated according to importance. This 
procedure follows the main design of proceeding from the 
general to the specific. The results of the job analysis 
will be used in the development phase. Figure 3 shows the 
main procedure of job analysis.
Duty statements. The listing of duty statements may 
be prepared by consulting the job description, by conferring 
with technical experts in the organization, by observing 
workers on the job, and by reviewing company policies and 
procedures that concern the job. Table II is an initial 
listing of the duty statements for an electronic specialist 






Maintain the animation to standards specified by the 
Director of Electronics and the manufacturer.
Maintain the equipment in the playroom and sportsroom to the 
standards specified by the Director of Electronics.
Maintain miscellaneous assigned equipment to the standards 
specified by the Director of Electronics.
Administrative duties
Complete all required reports promptly.
Maintain an inventory control system.
Maintain an ongoing saftey program
Maintain effective communications throughout the assigned 
areas of responsibility.
Train, motivate, and supervise all personnel throughout the 
assigned areas of responsibility.
Maintain strict adherence to all company policies and rules.
Relati onshi ps
The electronic specialist reports directly to the restaurant 
manager.
The electronic specialist may be required to provide 
assistance and/or cooperation with the assistant m a n a g e r ,  
the district electronic specialist, the regional electronic 


















Maintain the animation electronics system
Maintain the animation pneumatic system.
Maintain the animation mechanical system.
Maintain the video games.
Maintain the children’s amusements.
Maintain the kitchen equipment.
Maintain the register system.
Maintai n the television system.
Maintain any mi seel1aneous equi pment.
Administrative duties
Supervise subordinate personnel.
Complete all required paperwork.
Maintain an ongoing safety program.
Maintain an organized work area.
Maintain effective communications.
Maintain an inventory control system for assigned areas. 
Follow all company policy and rules explicitly.
Perform any other assigned duties as required.
Assist corporate personnel as required.
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Task inventory. The task inventory is developed -from 
the duty statements. Most o-f the tasks may be obtained by 
using prior experience in analyzing the duties, but a more 
complete listing Mill result from observation of workers on 
the job. The task inventory is more specific than the duty 
statements, but it is more general than the performance 
elements. Table III shows the inventory of tasks for the 
electronic specialist.
Performance elements. Each task statement may 
contain several individual activities. These activities are 
called performance elements. The analysis is now concerned 
with preparing a listing of performance elements for each 
task. Table IV shows a listing of the performance elements 
for preventative maintenance on video games in Showbiz Pizza 
PI ace restaurants.
Performance element ratings. It may not be necessary 
to include all performance elements in the training program. 
The decision to include performance elements should be based 
on their importance to the job. This decision may be 
expedited by rating each of the elements according to the 
importance to the job. A rating form with a listing of 
performance elements along with spaces for ratings may be 
distributed to field personnel and other technical experts 





Preventati ve mai ntenance Corrective maintenance
Animation mechanics Animation mechanics
Animation electronics Animation electronics
Animation pneumatics Animation pneumatics
Video games Video games
Amusements Amusements
Televi sion Television
Kitchen equipment Kitchen equipment
Register system Register system
Musi c system Musi c system
Cleaning equipment Cleaning equipment
Administrative
Inventory parts, tools, and equipment.
Order parts, tools, and equipment.
Train assistants.
Supervise assistants.
Maintain -files on equipment, animation, games, etc. 
Maintain security program.
Maintain sa-fety program.





Game preventative maintenance performance elements
Clean the video screen.
Clean the front panel.
Clean the cabinet externally.
Touch up nicks on cabinet with paint.
Apply new decals to cabinet.
Apply new overlays to front panel.
Adjust front panel controls.
Adjust coin mechanism.
Vacuum the cabinet internally.
Vacuum the i nternal ci rcui t boards.
Check all internal connections and cables.
Adjust the computer power supply.
Adjust the monitor power supply.
Adjust the game sound level.
Adjust the video colors.
Adjust the picture brightness.
Adjust the monitor purity.
Adjust the monitor convergence.
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by instructions concerning the method o-f rating and the time 
limit for completing the form. Table V is a sample rating 
form far the performance elements.
Each of the categories of importance may be assigned a 
value. For example, the point values could be essential(4), 
important(3), useful(2), nice to know(i), and 
unnecessary(0). When all of the rating forms are collected, 
the total point values for each performance element are 
calculated. These values are then divided by the number of 
respondents to yield a rating average for each performance 
element. These averages may be compared to cutoff scares to 
determine Mhich performance elements are to be included in 
the training program. Figure 3 demonstrates the process of 
calculating the performance element average ratings.
Feedback Analysis
Feedback analysis is conducted after the pilot course 
has been implemented. It is concerned with instructor 
evaluations, student critiques, graduate surveys, supervisor 
surveys, test analysis, organizational change, and any other 
information that may have an effect an the training program. 
The results of feedback analysis will reveal deficiencies in 
the training that need to be corrected that may range from 
jab analysis to testing. Changes might include additions, 






Purpose: To determine which of the elements below should
be included in the training program for the 
position of electronic specialist
Directions: Please score the performance elements listed
according to how important you feel they are 
in the performance of the job.
Score each performance element according to 
the following scale —  4 = essential
3 » important 
2 = useful 
1 = nice to know 
0 = unnecessary
Return this rating form within one week to 
Showbiz Pizza Place College 
3333 Finley Road 
Irving, TX 76021
Performance element Score
Adjust the game computer power supplies
Adjust the monitor power supplies
Adjust the game sound levels
Adjust the video colors
Adjust the picture brightness
Adjust the monitor purity
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CHOOSE A PERFORMANCE ELEMENT
DIVIDE TOTAL BY NUMBER OF FORMS
ADD ITS SCORES FROM ALL FORMS
RECORD THE AVERAGE WITH ELEMENT
REPEAT ABOVE FOR ALL ELEMENTS
Figure 4
Average Rating Calculation Procedure
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Design
This phase in the process involves preparing a course at 
study, preparing instructional objectives, and preparing 
units ot instruction. These three activities torm the 
foundation on which the actual development of the specific: 
instructional elements depend. The activities in this 
section are more general in nature than the activities in 
the development section, and, thus, they form the overall 






Design Phase Flow Diagram
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Course of Study
The course o-f study contains a course description, a 
listing of the course contents with time allocations, a 
listing of course objectives, a listing of references and 
audiovisual materials, and a listing of tools, equipment, 
supplies, and facilities required. It is convenient to 
prepare the items in the order listed and^ then combine the 
items into one written document.
Course description. The course description is a 
narrative that describes who will be taught, what will be 
taught, what degree of skill will be attained, where the 
training will be used, and possibly any general employment 
conditions. The course description will generally be from 
one to three paragraphs in length.
Course content. The course content is a listing of 
the major areas of instruction included in the course. 
Frequently, the list is equivalent to a unit list. Time 
allocations are included with each unit for later planning. 
Initially, the time allocations must be estimated by using 
prior experience. After the course has been conducted for 
some time, the allocations should be revised to reflect the 
actual time required for each unit
Course objectives. The course objectives specify the 
general objectives to be achieved. They focus on the
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overall abilities or competencies to be acquired by the 
students. Instructional objectiver are more specific and 
are discussed later in the design section.
References and audiovisuals. This listing contains 
all references used in the course and included textbooks, 
handouts, manufacturers* manuals, and company manuals. The 
listing of audiovisuals may contain transparencies, video 
tape, films, filmstrips, audio cassettes, slides, and 
computer-generated audiovisuals. Compiling this listing 
requires the analysis of each unit area to determine which 
audiovisual materials are appropriate, readily produced or 
accessible, and cost-feasible.
Facilities. equipment. tools. and supplies. The 
facilities are described in terms of classroom requirements, 
laboratory requirements, and storage requirements. The 
equipment and tool requirements must be determined in 
relation to what is to be taught and what are used on the 
job. Supplies include paper, writing instruments, parts, 
and other expendables used in the training program.
After the preceeding components are prepared, they are 
assembled into a single document. Table VI is a finished 
course of study for the electronics training program at 
Showbiz Pizza Place, Inc.
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Table VI
Electronic Specialist Training Program 
Course of Study
Course description
The course is a two-week program that provides initial 
orientational training in the duties and responsibilities of 
the electronic specialist in Showbiz Pizza Place restaurants 
throughout the country. The course cavers all maintenance 
and administrative responsibilities of the position and is 
conducted in the corporate training facility in Irving, 
Texas. The course is designed for students with a two-year 
degree in electronics or the equivalent mi 1itary/industrial 
training, with a minimum of five years of electronic work 
experience, and with demonstrated mechanical skills. The 
graduates of the course will possess entry-level skills for 
the electronic specialist position and will be able to 
function with minimal supervision and assistance.
Course objectives
A. Maintain and repair the animation system.
B. Maintain and repair the amusement equipment.
C. Maintain and repair the restaurant equipment.
D. Maintain and repair the miscellaneous equipment.
E. Perform administrative duties.
Course content
A. Orientation 4 hours
B. Animation maintenance 24 hours
C. Amusement maintenance 20 hours
D. Restaurant equipment maintenance 12 hours
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Table VI (continued)
E. Miscellaneous equipment maintenance 12 hours
F. Administrative duties 4 hours
G. Review 4 hours
References and audiovisuals
A. References
1. Showbiz confidential operations manual







5. Aud i o casset tes
6. Chalkboard
7. Movie screen
Tools, equipment, supplies, and facilities
A. Tool s




























b. parts bins (50)
Units of Instruction
A unit of instruction is an outline of instructional 
activities that are clustered together because of logical 
relationships or similarities to one another. The basis for 
developing units of instruction can be found in the course 
content section of the course of study. The results of the 
job analysis are also used in the development of units of 
instruction.
The contents of a unit of instruction are title, course 
name, description, topics, objectives, learning activities, 
required resources, and evaluation. The title is the name 
of the unit, and the course name refers to the instructional 
program. The description provides a general overview of the 
unit. The instructional activities are listed as topics. 
The objectives are general performances of knowledge and
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skills that relate to the topics. These objectives are not 
as speci-fie as the objectives that are the basis -for the 
instruction o-f performance elements. The sections that list 
the learning activities and required resources are combined 
into one section. This section is centered on what the 
student Mill be doing and should be carefully sequenced. 
The evaluation section describes how the assessment of 
student knoMledge and skills Mill be accomplished. Table 
VII is a sample unit of instruction.
Instructional Objectives
Instructional objectives are the basis from Mhich the 
individual lessons are developed. They are derived from the 
performance elements of the tasks identified in the analysis 
phase of the model. Instructional objectives specify the 
intended outcomes of student performances. The objectives 
are specific in regard to the performances and should be 
easily measured. An objective contains the elements of 
performance, conditions, and standards. The performance 
component describes Mhat the student Mill be doing. The 
condition component may describe Mhat equipment, supplies, 
or materials Mill be given to the student, Mhat information 
Mill be given to the student, Mhat type of environment Mill 
be provided, and Mhat amount of time Mill be alloMed for the 
performance. The standards, or criterion, component Mill 
describe the level of mastery or degree of proficiency to be
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Table VII





The maintenance of the animation system in Showbiz 
Pizza Place restaurants is one of the prime areas of 
responsibility of the electronic specialist. It is 
necessary to be thoroughly familiar with the operation
of the system as well as all maintenance procedures 
associated with the system in order to maintain the
system according to company standards. This unit is
concerned with the entire scope of animation system 
maintenance responsibilities.
II. Topics
A. Operation of the animation system
B. Electronic subsystem maintenance
C. Pneumatic subsystem maintenance
D. Mechanical subsystem maintenance
III. Objectives
A. Describe the operation of the animation system.
B. Perform preventative maintenance on the electronic 
subsystem.
C. Perform corrective maintenance on the electronic 
subsystem.
D. Perform preventative maintenance on the pneumatic 
subsystem.
E. Perform corrective maintenance on the pneumatic 
subsystem.
F. Perform preventative maintenance on the mechanical 
subsystem.
G. Perform corrective maintenance on the mechanical 
subsystem.
IV. Learning Activities Resources
A. Listen to instructor Handouts “Animation
presentation on the System Operation"
operation of the 




B. Read Section 16000 
in text.
C. Watch demonstration on 
start-up procedure. 
Perform start-up.




E. Watch demonstration on 
electronic corrective 
maintenance. Perform 
correcti ve mai ntenance


























A. Homework assignment on operation and maintenance
B. Quiz on operation and maintenance
C. Performance exam on operation and maintenance
D. Final exam questions
exhibited in the performance. The standards may be stated 
in terms of speed, percent, maximum errors, accuracy, degree 
of excellence, or combinations of items. Table VIII is a 
sample listing of some of the instructional objectives for
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corrective maintenance instruction on the animation system 
at Showbiz Pizza Place restaurants.
Table VIII
Animation Corrective Maintenance 
Sample Instructional Objectives
1. Given a malfunction in the animation system, isolate the 
malfunction to the subsystem level using a block diagram 
within 5 minutes.
2. Given a malfunction in the electronic subsystem of the 
animation system, an osci11oscope, and a meter, isolate 
the malfunction to a unit within 15 minutes.
3. Given an electronic malfunction in the animation system, 
isolate the malfunction to the board level within 30 
minutes by using an oscilloscope and a meter.
Develooment
This phase is the one in which the actual instructianal 
materials are produced. Specific planning for the lessons 
and the final touches on the program are also accomplished 
during this phase. The activities in this phase include the 
preparation of the criterion examination, the preparation of 
lesson plans, the preparation of instructianal sheets, and 
the collection of all training aids, materials, tools, and 
equipment. Each of these activities require considerable 
planning and will be discussed in turn. Figure 6 shows the 
overall development phase that was used in developing the 










The criterion examination is developed from the
instructional objectives and may be a written test, a
performance test, or both. In most training programs, both
types of criterion examinations are given. The written exam
may be comprised of essay, true-false, completion, matching, 
and multipie—choice items. Each type of test item has 
advantages and disadvantages that must be considered when 
constructing the exam. The essay item is easy to construct, 
but it may be difficult or time consuming to grade. The 
true—false items are also easy to construct, but they allow 
guessing to play an important part. Completion and matching 
items are easy to construct, but they are difficult to 
analyze. The multiple-choice items are somewhat more
difficult to construct, but they are easy to analyze and to
grade. They also allow a degree of guessing, but it is
substantially less than that of true-false items. The
written exams in the electronic specialist training program 
are composed entirely of multipie—choice items.
A procedure for minimizing the guessing factor of the 
multiple-choice exam has been developed far use in the 
model. The procedure involves calculating a correction
factor to be used in determining the minimum passing score. 
The minimum desired percentage of correct answers was
established at SO. The multipie—choice items each had four
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passible choices. Pure guessing Mould yield an average
scare of 25. The remaining 75 percent of the items Mere 
multiplied by 0.80 to yield 60 percent. This -figure Mas
added to the 25 percent to yield a -final score of 85
percent. This new figure is the revised minimum passing 
score for the program. This procedure is, by no means, 
absolutely perfect, but it does establish a high standard. 
There are other procedures that could be applied as well.
The performance exam is easier to construct than the 
written exam. The objectives state exactly what is to be 
done, what will be supplied, and what standards will be 
applied. Additional components of the performance exam are 
directions and any supplemental information the instructor 
may deem necessary. The performances may be rated on a
pass/fail basis or on a point system.
There should be at least one exam item for each 
objective. The number of test items per abjective could be 
based on the importance rating obtained in the job analysis. 
One method could be to divide all importance ratings by the 
least importance rating. These ratios could indicate the 
proportion of test items far each objective compared to the 
least rated objective. This method can provide examinations 
that emphasize the knowledge and performance items in the 
approximate relationships that are found on the jab. Tables 





Read each question carefully, and choose the best answer 
from the alternatives given. Darken in the appropriate 
choice on the answer sheet. Be careful to mark the answer 
sheet carefully.
1. The electronic specialist reports directly to which of 
the following persons?
a. director of field operations
b. district technical manager
c. assistant manager
d. manager
2. Under which division of the preventative maintenance 





3. Which office listed is the final authority in the chain 
of command for the electronic specialist?
a. director of field operations
b. director of development
c. director of electronics
d. director of operations
4. Coins such as brass or zinc fall into which category?
a. they have high magnetic properties
b. they can be detected by the magnetic test
c. they must be tested by the bounce test





A problem has been inserted into the animation system 
for you to find by using standard troubleshooting techniques 
and the test equipment provided. You have 30 minutes in 
which to find the problem. Fill in the form below with the 
tests that you perform in finding the problem. Do not begin 











A lesson plan should be developed for each instructional 
topic to guide the instructor through the activity. To 
achieve consistency in training, it is necessary to folloM 
the lesson plan each time the topic is presented. The 
development of a lesson plan takes into consideration items 
as instructional strategies, training aids, training 
sequence, and instructional sheets. These items may not 
have to be completed at the time of development of the 
lesson plan, but individual decisions about their content 
and design should be made before producing the lesson plan. 
The components of a lesson plan for the model are topic, 
objectives, materials, introduction, presentation,
application, summary, test information, and assignment 
information. Table XI shows a sample lesson plan for the 
electronic specialist training program.
Topic. The topic is the name of the lesson. The 
instructor should keep all lesson plans in a binder for easy 
reference. Including the topic as a component of the lesson 
plan allows easy identification of the lesson plan for the 
presentation.
Ob iectives. The instructional objectives for the 
lesson are included as a separate component of the lesson 
plan. This allows the instructor to inform the students of
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the content of the lesson during the introduction to the 
lesson.
Materials. This section lists the materials needed 
for the learning activities to be conducted in the lesson. 
The instructor should consult this section when preparing 
for the lesson. The necessary materials may be collected 
prior to the presentation to allow the proceedings to occur 
in a smooth, organized manner.
Introduction. This is the beginning phase of the 
lesson. The instructor endeavors to capture the attention 
and interest of the students during this phase. The 
introduction should inform the students what is to be 
accomplished during the lesson and why the activities are 
important to them.
Presentation. The presentation section is an outline 
of the sequence of the learning activities. It describes 
what is to be covered and what the instructor and students 
should be doing during these activities. Instructors may 
wish to include notes to prompt themselves to emphasize 
points or to ask questions during the presentation.
ftpplication. This section is concerned with the
activities of the students that provide reinforcement of the 
activities of the presentation section. The activities of
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this section could include written exercises, discussions, 
or practice performance activ ities. Since the presentation 
and application sections may be closely related, there could 
be overlapping of the two sections.
Summary. This section reiterates the main paints of 
the lesson. Normally, the instructor would involve the 
class in this section by asking questions about the main 
points covered. There could also be some overlapping of the 
summary with the application section.
Test information. This section provides information 
for the students on what the test w ill cover and when the 
test w ill be administered.
Assignment information. This section provides 
information to the student concerning the assignment for the 
lesson. This information would include the names of the 
assignment sheet, information sheet, and any other 
references that may be consulted.
Instructional Sheets
Instuctional sheets are handouts materials that 
supplement the instruction. They may be information sheets, 
assignment sheets, operation sheets, or job sheets. Tables 







Objectives: 1. Describe the operation of a coin mechanism.
2. Adjust the coin mechanism to accept tokens
and to reject quarters.





1. Motivate students to learn
2. Introduce topic
3. Review the objectives
4. Relate the value of lesson to students
Presentation and Application
□utline Activities
1. Describe the operation 1. Use the transparencies
of coin mechanisms. to show the operation.
Involve the students by
asking questions.
2. Adjust coin mechanisms 2. Demonstrate the method
to accept tokens and of adjusting coin
to reject quarters. mechani sms.
3. Distribute coin
mechanisms to the
students, and have the
students adjust the coin
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Table XI (continued)
Outli ne Activi ties
mechanisms to the 
desired specifications. 
Monitor the students9 
progress and assist where 
necessary.
Summary
1. Review the operation of coin mechanisms, and ask the 
students questions during the review.
2. Review the procedure for adjusting the coin mechanisms, 
and ask the students questions during the review.
Test Inf ormation
The exam w ill be given on Friday morning and will be in 
two parts. The f irs t  part w ill be a written exam on the 
operation of coin mechanisms, and the second part will be a 
performance exam on adjusting coin mechanisms.
Assignment Information
The assignment is in two parts. The f irs t  part is to 
read the section in the manual on coin mechanisms from page 
16500 to page 16505. The second part is to complete the 





Basic Animation System In-formation Sheet
Introducti on
This in-formation sheet provides an overview o-f the 
structure o-f the animation system at Showbiz Pizza Place 
restaurants. The system is discussed only at the sub—system 
level. More detailed technical explanations of the system 
will appear in other information sheets.
References
1. Showbiz Electronics Manual
2. Creative Engineering R & M Manual
Discussion
The animation system is composed of three sub-systems. 
The f irs t  is the electronics sub-system. This sub—system 
controls the entire system. The second sub-system is the 
pneumatic sub-system. This sub-system maintains a ir flow 
which causes the robots to move. The third sub—system is 
the mechanical sub—system. This sub-system is composed of 
the robots.
Summary
The electronic specialist needs to understand the 
overall structure of the animation system. This sheet 





Same Raster Monitor Assignment Sheet
Di recti ons
1. Refer to your notes on the video tape presentation on 
raster scan monitors and to section 16700 in the manual.
2. Answer each of the questions below by writing your 
answer in the space provided.
3. Turn in this sheet by 8:00 tomorrow morning.
Questi ons
1. What is the approximate horizontal frequency of a raster 
scan monitor?
2. What is the approximate vertical frequency of a raster 
scan monitor?
3. How is video produced on a raster scan monitor?
4. What are the primary colors that are used in the color 





Tape Deck Operation Sheet
Introduction
This operation sheet covers the front panel controls 
that are used to operate the tape deck used with the 
animation system. Familiarization with these controls is 
essential when operating the system in a manual mode.
Controls
1. Play   this button is marked with one arrow that
points to the right. I t  is depressed 
when i t  is desired to play the tape deck.
2. Rewind ---------------- this button is marked with two arrows
that point to the le f t .  I t  is depressed 
when the tape comes to the end of the 
regular playing cycle. I t  causes the 
tape deck to rewind its e lf to the start 
of the tape.
3. Fast forward -  this button is marked with two arrows
that point to the right. I t  is depressed 
i f  i t  is desired to skip over a section 
of tape to get to a particular segment.
Summary
Knowledge of these controls is imperative to the normal 
operation of the tape decks. This sheet may be kept for 
reference near the tape decks for those persons who may not 





Eame Sound Level Adjustment Job Sheet
Introducti on
This job sheet provides the procedure to be used when 
checking the sound level in the game room. Completing this 
job sheet Mill prepare you to perform the sound level 
measurement in your own game room.
References
1. Showbiz Electronics Manual
2. Sound level meter manual
Materi als
1. Sound level meter
2. Video game
Procedure
1. Set the dial on the sound level meter to 90.
2. Set the "Weighting" to "A."
3. Set the "Response" to "Slow."
4. Hold the sound level meter three feet from the game
speaker. The loudest sound should cause the meter to 
point to minus 5.
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In-formation sheets. Information sheets are narrative 
materials that supplement the lesson presentation. I t  is 
convenient to have a standard format for the development of 
the sheets. For the model, the sections of an information 
sheet are the t i t le ,  introduction, references, body, and 
summary.
Assignment sheets. Assignment sheets are written
exercises to be completed by the student away from the
normal training activ ities. These sheets reinforce the 
learning activ ities by requiring the student to do research 
to complete the exercises. The sections include the t i t le ,  
introduction, references, and, exercises.
Operation sheets. Operation sheets are special
information sheets that are concerned with the operational 
procedures for a particular piece of equipment. The 
sections are the same as those for information sheets,
except the body is entitled "procedure."
Job sheets. Job sheets are special assignment sheets 
that are concerned with job performances. The sections are 
the same as those for assignment sheets, except the exercise 
section is entitled "procedure."
Instructional Materials
This step involves collecting a ll of the tools.
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supplies, equipment, and training aids that Mill be used in 
the training. Collecting the tools, equipment, and supplies 
require knowledge o-f the number o-f trainees. Tools and
equipment are generally purchased according to a maximum
number at trainees permitted in each class. The training
aids are purchased or produced atter the tinal selection ot
the aids is made. This eliminates the unnecessary expense 
at bulk-purchasing a ll types at aids with the selection to 
be made later. Types ot training aids include slides,
tilms, transparencies, tulmstrips, audio cassettes, video
tape, video disks, computer audiovisuals, opaque projection 
materials, and models. Factors to consider when making the 
tinal selection include time limitations, cost, ease ot 
production, s tab ility  at subject matter, and ettectiveness 
at the aid.
1mo1ement at i on
Implementation is concerned with the actual operation ot 
the training program. The training manager has to 
coordinate schedules, make travel and lodging arrangements, 
and manage the day-to-day operations. In addition to the 
immediate concerns, the training manager must not lose sight 
at the larger perspective ot the entire training program. 
Some training managers tend to concentrate an instructional 
activities only. The remaining phases at the training
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process are forgotten. The training program is a constantly 
evolving entity, and the whole program suffers i f  one or 
more phases are neglected.
I t  is convenient to view the implementation phase in 
terms of the relative positions of the training classes. 
There are incoming classes, classes in progress, and 
graduate classes.
Incoming Classes
There should be a method by which the range of incoming 
students is limited. Individualization of instruction was 
too expensive and required too much time to develop for 
Showbiz Pizza Place, Inc. The program was designed 
according to the job description and job requirements. If  
the trainees do not meet the prerequisites for the job 
profile, then the training program will not be effective. 
Personnel who have been on the job for considerable time may 
not gain much benefit from the training program. Another 
factor that needs to be controlled is class size. This is 
especially relevant when job training is to be done. As the 
number of students increase, the individual contact time 
with the instructor decreases. This causes a decrease in 
the quality of the training.
Scheduling is extremely important in this phase. Travel 
arrangements, class schedules, and instructor assignments 
must be made. Time must be set aside to prepare the
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classroom and materials. Class file s  must be established, 
name badges must be ordered, and graduation certificates  
must be prepared. Students must also be notified of the 
schedule in a timely manner.
Instructors without class assignments may do curriculum 
revisions, participate in staff development activities, or 
prepare instructional materials. Participation in such 
activities helps to ensure that the program progresses as i t  
should, and the change of routine also inhibits instructor 
"burn-out" that results from back-to-back classes.
Cl asses i n Progress
This part is concerned with the actual training and a ll 
associated activ ities. The schedule should be followed 
closely to avoid an appearance of disorganization. Such 
lack of consistency tends to create a negative attitude in 
the students which inhibits the learning process. The 
lesson plans should also be followed closely by each 
instructor. Deviations can cause inconsistency in training.
The instructors must have the qualifications to instruct 
effic iently  and effectively. To maintain the highest 
standards of professionalism, the training director should 
maintain an ongoing staff development program. Those 
instructors not involved with teaching activities could 
participate. The staff development program could include 
in-house activ ities as well as external seminars. One
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effective means of staff development is by the use of video 
tapes. The instructor is taped during a presentation, and 
he/she may view the tape to evaluate personal techniques.
The collection of feedback data is an important activity  
in this section. The instructor provides feedback data on 
how the students are performing via quizzes, assignments, 
and personal observations. The students provide feedback 
data by means of the course and instructor critiques. 
Individual instructor critiques conducted by the training 
manager also supply feedback data. All of the data 
collected are used in the evaluation phase.
Graduate Classes
A training program is not complete unless there is a 
method of following up on the graduates of the program. 
This follow-up is another way to collect feedback data to be 
used in the evaluation phase. The graduates should be 
surveyed three to six months after graduation to find out 
how appropriate the training was to them. Probably three 
months is an optimum time to conduct the surveys because of 
possible memory degradation. The supervisors of the 
graduates should also be surveyed in regard to the ab ilities  
and job performances of the graduates. These surveys can 
help to evaluate the valid ity of the measuring instruments 
used in the training.
The training director needs to manage the activ ities in
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each of the sections described as well as the day-to-day 
activ ities o-f the training center. This places strong 
demands on time and ab ilities . For this reason, the 
training director must master the art of time management. 
The priorities assigned to various projects must be 
realis tic , and each of the projects should be accomplished 
according to its  priority.
Evaluation
This phase of the training is perhaps the most important 
of a ll .  Without evaluation there can be no improvement of 
the program. Every possible aspect of the program should be 
evaluated. The program content, the instructors, the 
students, the exams, the fa c ilit ie s , and even the evaluation 
procedures should be reviewed and evaluated. Weaknesses 
identified in this phase may be corrected in the other 
phases of the cycle.
Student Evaluation
There are three main areas in which students may be 
evaluated. Knowledge may be evaluated by written exams, 
skills  may be evaluated by performance exams, and attitudes 
may be evaluated by rating scale questionnaires and 
observations. Of the three areas, attitudes are the most 
d iffic u lt to assess objectively. Students may be able to 
answer questionnaires in the manner that management desires.
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Ratings by observations always allow the possibility of 
subjectivity on the part of the examiner. For this reason, 
attitude assessment did not contribute to student grades in 
the electronic specialist training program. Observations 
concerning attitudes were distributed to supervisors to 
indicate the instructor’ s judgment and to allow the 
supervisor to assist and to guide the graduate.
Since the written and performance exams were based on 
the relative importance of the objectives, the student 
grades were determined by adding the total scores of written 
and performance exams. This sum was then divided by the 
maximum possible total score. The grade reflected a 
percentage of the total possible achievement in relation to 
the job performance. The scores for each area were tracked 
to discover low areas of performance or knowledge. Once 
these areas were identified, i t  was necessary to determine 
whether instruction, the instructor, the student, or 
external factors caused the low performance. Corrective 
action could then be taken to improve the weak areas.
Instructor Evaluation
Sources of instructor evaluation data were obtained from 
student critiques, video tape evaluations, self-evaluations, 
and supervisor evaluations of the instructor. Weak areas 




The course content was evaluated by using -field 
supervisor surveys, student -follow—up surveys, student 
course critiques, and feedback from technical experts in the 
corporation- The exams were evaluated by statistical 
methods to identify weak or bad items. The weaknesses were 
modified or replaced. The training director and instructors 
assessed and discussed the data to formulate a plan for 
corrective action.
Any training program can be improved and should be 
improved. The goal of perfection may never be attained, but 
i t  should s t i l l  be the goal of every training program. A 
good evaluation program can help to bring the goal closer to 







































The purpose of this survey is to so lic it your -feedback 
concerning the practicality o-f the training program in 
reference to the actual job requirements of your position. 
The results o f this feedback Mill be used to improve our 
training program.
Directions
Mark the box that you feel applies to the area in which 
you were trained. The mark should indicate how closely the 
training prepared you for the tasks you are now performing 
in the area.
Item Poor Fai r Average Good Excellent
Ani mation
Games








The purpose a-f this survey is tia so lic it yaur -feedback 
on the quality of the electronic specialist's Mark in the 
areas listed. This feedback Mill be used for the purpose 
of improving the technical training program.
Di recti ans
Please mark the appropriate box for each work area that 
represents how Mel 1 the electronic specialist can perform 
the duties required in that area.
Item Poor Fai r Average Good Excel1ent
Ani mation
Games







The model has been divided into -five distinct phases. 
This division was expedient in order to discuss the 
activ ities in an organized manner and to keep the discussion 
as simple as passible. In practice, these phases are not so 
precisely defined. There may be considerable overlapping of 
the phases so that the demarcation lines are obscured.
The approach used in developing the model is perhaps 
more significant than the model its e lf. The model is only a 
blueprint for the development of the training program. I t
can serve to act as a guide in the process. I t  had been
developed for a particular application and may need some
modification to f i t  individual needs. The model is also
greatly simplified to stress only the essential areas in the 
in it ia l development of the program. No assumption of 
comprehensiveness was made because of the evolving nature of 
the training program. Enhancements, revisions, and 
additions w ill continually be made to the program. The 
model was designed to allow the training manager to develop 
a workable program in a minimal time frame. The overall 
approach can be used in developing the enhancements to the 
program in addition to developing a program from the 
beginning.
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The developmental process fallowed a top-down procedure. 
The overall project was divided into individual components. 
Each of the components was divided into simpler units, and 
this process was continued until the resulting items were in 
the simplest form. The process began at the most general 
stage and proceeded to the most specific and detailed stage.
The phases of the model were analysis, design, 
development, implementation, and evaluation. This division 
was not the only one by which program development could be 
done. Other researchers have different divisions or 
different names for the phases, but the overall cycle is 
essentially the same. The phases are similar to the phases 
of problem-salving and computer programming methods. These 
methods have proved to be effective in their respective 
disciplines and offer similar prospects far training.
The analysis phase was divided into the activ ities  
involving jab descriptions, jab analysis, and feedback 
analysis. Obtaining a job description was the f irs t  step of 
the analysis phase. The jab description was necessary to 
perform the job analysis. In the model, the job description 
was assumed to be unchanging. This may not always be true 
in every situation. In the case that the job description is 
modified, some means of feeding the change into the analysis 
phase would be needed. This was not provided in the model.
The job analysis step was subjected to the top-down
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approach to divide the job into duty statements, task 
inventory, and performance elements. The performance 
elements were the simplest items in the chain and were rated 
according to their relative importance to the job. The 
importance ratings were used to determine what elements were 
to be included in the training and what emphasis was to be 
placed on each one. No minimum rating standard was 
established far inclusion into the program- The decision 
was le ft to the training manager. The normal procedure was 
to include as many elements as time permitted. The elements 
were chosen from the highest rated and then in descending 
order. A passible improvement ta the selection process 
might be a mathematical method that takes into account a ll 
of the relevant factors far selection.
Feedback analysis was included in the analysis phase to 
provide the impetus for program revision. The training
program must be constantly reviewed and improved i f  i t  is to
be effective. Feedback in an integral part of the
improvement process.
The design phase was divided into the activities of 
preparing a course of study, preparing unit plans, and 
preparing instructional objectives. These activ ities were 
performed in sequence and gradually became more specific as 
the sequence progressed.
The course of study was the document on which the
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program was developed. I t  was essentially a compact outline 
of the training program. I t  contained a course description, 
a listing of the course units, a listing of the course 
objectives, a listing of references and audiovisuals, and a 
listing of required tools, equipment, and supplies. The 
training manager may wish to include other items as may be 
necessary to individual situations. The course of study 
served as a constant reference source during the development 
phase.
The units of instruction were developed from the course 
content section of the course of study. A unit of 
instruction is an outline of instructional activ ities that 
are centered around the same or similar topics. I t  has a 
listing of objectives, resources, and topics. I t  also 
described the learning activ ities and the method of student 
evaluation.
The instructional objectives were derived from the 
performance elements of the job analysis. They were the 
means by which the lessons were developed. They described 
what the student would be able to do, what conditions would 
be imposed on the performance, and what standards would 
apply to the performance. They also served to assist in the 
development of written and performance exams.
The analysis and design phases were preliminary 
preparations for the actual development of the instructional
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activ ities. The training director may wish to modify these 
phases to suit individual needs, but the general process 
could s t i l l  be utilized to provide for the modifications.
The development phase was divided into the activ ities of 
preparing the criterion examination, preparing the lesson 
plans, preparing the instructional sheets, and collecting 
the instructional materials. These activ ities were also 
performed in sequence as were the activ ities in the design 
phase.
The criterion examinations were developed from the 
instructional objectives. The examinations were both
written and performance tests. For the written examination, 
the items were multiple-choice questions. This was done 
because of ease of grading and administration. The minimum 
passing score was adjusted to compensate for the possibility 
of guessing. The method used was designed for the 
worst-case event of total guessing, and,as a result, i t  
penalizes the student who does not guess. The penalty, 
however, is no more than 5 percent on the average. This was 
deemed acceptable in view of the error of measurement 
inherent in any examination. One advantage of this method 
was to establish a high standard. The performance exam was 
developed from the exact warding of the performance 
objectives. The objective states precisely what is to be 
done, what conditions are to be imposed, and what standards
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are to be applied. There was a minimum of one test item for 
each objective on each of the types of examinations. The 
number of items per objective was determined by the relative  
importance of the performances. This approach was taken to 
attempt to provide a representative examination in relation 
to the actual job performances.
The lesson plan was developed to provide a detailed 
outline of the instructional activ ities of each of the 
instructional areas. The lesson plan was useful in 
providing consistency of instruction from one instructor to 
another and from one class to another. Following the lesson 
plan each time allows the instructor to present the same 
material and to cover a ll of the relevant points. The 
lesson plan consisted of the topic name, the instructional 
objectives, the required materials, an introduction section, 
the presentation section, the application section, the 
summary, the test information section, and the assignment 
information section.
Instructional sheets were prepared to supplement the 
instructional activ ities and to provide the student an 
additional reference source. Instructional sheets were 
divided into information sheets, assignment sheets, 
operation sheets, and job sheets. I t  would have been 
passible ta have combined operation sheets with information 
sheets and assignment sheets with job sheets, but i t  was
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fe lt  that the specific nature of the operation and job
sheets required a separate type of sheet for each.
The last activity in the development involved collecting 
the necessary instructional materials. Some of these 
materials had to be produced, and others were purchased
commercially. Items in this section included slides, films, 
transparencies, filmstrips, audio cassettes, video tape, 
video disks, and computer audiovisual materials. The 
selection of these materials were based on cost, ease of 
production, effectiveness, and time considerations.
The implementation phase was divided into activ ities  
that centered around incoming classes, classes in progress, 
and graduate classes. During the preparation time for 
incoming classes, many activ ities may be accomplished. The 
travel and lodging arrangements were made, schedules were 
prepared, staff development activities were conducted for 
off-duty instructors, course revision activities were 
conducted, and management of the day-to-day operations was 
performed. Instruction was conducted for the classes in 
progress as well as data collection concerning the students7 
progress, instructor performance, and course critiques. 
Graduate classes were surveyed three to six months after
graduation to obtain feedback data on the relevance of the 
training to the actual job requirements. The supervisors of 
the graduate students were also surveyed to provide data on
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the job per-formances of the graduates. All of the feedback 
data was used in the evaluation phase to identify weaknesses- 
in the program and to formulate a plan for revision. The 
implementation phase contains numerous activ ities that may 
or may not be directly related. For this reason, i t  is to 
be assumed that many other divisions of activ ities may be 
developed.
The evaluation phase provides feedback data to be used 
in the evaluation of course content, instructor performance, 
and student performance. In this phase each aspect of the 
program could be evaluated to provide data for analysis and 
improvement of the program. The importance of this phase 
cannot be overemphasized. The entire evolution of the 
program depends on an effective evaluation phase.
The model presented in this paper does not provide 
excessive detail in a ll areas. I t  was fe lt  that too much 
detail would obscure the total perspective. The model has 
worked well in practice and could use more practical tests. 
The actual program for Showbiz Pizza Place, Inc. is being 
continually refined and revised. The top-down approach has 
been applied for these refinements and revisions. Since 
training programs will never be perfect, i t  is to be assumed 
that further progress in the fie ld  of program development 
w ill continually be made.
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